What is it?
An assessment design resource providing strategies and practical guidance aligned to the new SCU Assessment Policy and Procedures.

Rationale
To support SCU staff to implement the new Assessment Policy and Procedures.

The website resource exemplifies the assessment Principles in units and courses at undergraduate and postgraduate level.

Assessment Cards
Assist planning and evaluation of assessment design.

For more details visit:
Timeline

**Phase 1** (2015 – 2016)
Analysis of assessment policies and procedures, literature review and assessment workshops.

**Phase 2** (2016 – 2017)
Resource development and curation of content. Work on SCU Snapshots begins.

**Phase 3** (May 2017 – October 2017)
Website prototype design and development; site content and navigation testing by academic staff.

**Phase 4** (July 2017 – December 2017)
School and College workshops use the website resource to initiate policy implementation.
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**SCU Snapshots**
Demonstrate authentic assessment in practice at Southern Cross University.

Key Features

- Website is structured around the seven Assessment Principles.
- Interactive site map and non-linear design support navigation to:
  - Scholarly research *(Anthology)*
  - Policy information *(Principles)*
  - Practical examples *(SCU Snapshots and external Case studies)*
  - Workshops and higher education research *(News and Workshops)*
  - Assessment cards and *Tips and strategies* to support practical application.
- Videos and context questions highlight key points of the Assessment Principles.
- Resource links are provided for further exploration.

For more details visit: